Our Story

by Cathy McGrath

Mini Designer Template
Typography (IT030)

PAPERS: Documented Collection P2463 Ledger, P2461 Measurement,
P2467 Scrap Paper.
KC PRODUCTS: CT898 Collectables,
Mini Designer Template - IT030
Typography, Mini Paper Blooms - F645
Honey & F649 Sage, Paper Blooms
F628 Honey & F632 Sage, Wooden
Flourishes - WL702 Wooden Letter
Words - Cherish, CB154 Chipboard,
Ink Pad - IP724 Bark, T320 Craft Glue,
T303 Foam Tape, T315 Double Sided
Tape.
OTHER: Clear Gesso, Chocolate
Gelatoro, Ink Blending Tool, Metal
Bra d, Hemp, Distressing Tool, Mists Charcoal & Brown.

1

Select LEDGER and ink all edges of paper using bark ink. Distress edges and apply one coat of clear gesso to the
page and allow to dry.

2

Use typography mini stencil and place it on the left hand corner of the page. Using a blending tool and bark ink, rub
tool over the stencil, move the stencil diagnally to the right and repeat the process, continue until a triangle shape
has been created. Flick mist along the edge of the stencilled pattern. Repeat this process with the charcoal mist.

3

Select MEASUREMENT and cut a few of the ruler strips. Select one ruler and cut it so that it measures 20.5cm (8”).
Continue adding extra rulers, gradually decreasing their length until the last ruler measures 8.5cm (3 3/8”). Glue
these onto the page, slightly overlapping each of the rulers.

4

Apply a thin layer of clear gesso over the rulers. Once dry, trace around the perimeters of each with the chocolate
gelato, rub the Gelato with a finger to smudge the lines.

5

Using MEASUREMENT (reverse) cut a 19cm cm (7 ½” x 6/8”) strip and glue it across the rulers. Apply clear gesso then
apply Gelato to the edge of the strip.

6

Create a photo matte 9cm x 12.5cm (3” x 5”) using SCRAP PAPER. Ink the edges using bark ink. Adhere to layout using
foam tape – 2cm (3/4”) from the edge. Attach photo to photo matte using foam tape, leaving a space around the
edges. Ink embellishments from the collectables pack and attach to the page.

7

Create a fishtail banner from SCRAP PAPER. Select mini rulers from the collectables pack. Glue these to the top right
hand corner of the page. Apply clear gesso and trace around all with chocolate gelato to define edges. Adhere two
honey mini paper blooms to complete the cluster. Select sage paper bloom and remove centre - add a metal brad.
Glue remaining flowers onto layout.

8

Using the “adore” title from the sticker sheet, ink all of the letters using bark ink and adhere onto the layout to the
right of the photo.

